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PHOTON STRUCTURE FROM HERA�Stephen MaxfieldOn behalf of the H1 and ZEUS CollaborationsDept. of Physis, University of LiverpoolOxford Street, Liverpool L69 7ZE, UK(Reeived July 18, 2002)Some reent measurements of real and virtual photon struture atHERA are reviewed. The ross setion for dijet events in photoprodutionis ompared to NLO QCD alulations. In low Q2 DIS, the prodution ofdijets is shown to be sensitive to the struture of longitudinally polarisedphotons and the Q2 evolution modi�ed in harm-enrihed events.PACS numbers: 13.60.Fz, 14.70.Bh1. IntrodutionMeasurements of dijet prodution in photoprodution and low Q2 DeepInelasti Sattering (DIS) supply onstraints on the parton density funtions(pdf's) of real and virtual photons respetively as well as tests of perturba-tive QCD. This is beause the jets an be produed in resolved photoninterations where the photon has �utuated into a system of partons one ofwhih undergoes a hard sattering with a parton from the proton. In e�etthe proton beam ats as a soure of oloured partons whih probe of thestruture of the target photon. They do this at a sale determined by thetransverse energy, ET of the jets. The ross setion for the proess an bewritten as a onvolution of photon �uxes, parton densities for the photonand proton and matrix elements for the parton�parton sattering:� � f�kje 
 pdf;k 
 pdfproton 
Mij :Of the various omponents, the photon �uxes, f�kje, k = T;L, aredetermined from QED, the matrix elements have been alulated up to NLOin perturbative QCD and parton densities in the proton have been measured� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(2971)



2972 S. Maxfieldto high preision from deep inelasti sattering data. Parton densities forquasi-real photons have been obtained from global �ts to measurements ofthe photon struture funtion F 2 taken at several di�erent sales in e DIS(two photon) proesses at e+e� olliders.I will try to summarise the urrent status of photon struture measure-ments made at HERA onentrating on the more reent dijet ross setionmeasurements made by ZEUS and H1. The analyses are presented individ-ually and in more detail elsewhere in these proeedings [1℄. Single-inlusivejet ross setions are also useful in this ontext but I will not disuss themhere. 2. Real photon strutureH1 and Zeus have ompleted similar measurements of the high ET dijetross setion in photoprodution [2℄. The H1 measurement is based on anintegrated luminosity of 34.9 pb�1 with inelastiity in the range 0:1 < y <0:9. A kt algorithm [3℄ was used to �nd jets. Seleted events ontain atleast two jets in the range �0:5 < � < 2:5 with asymmetri uts on theirtransverse energy, Ejet1T > 25GeV and Ejet2T > 15GeV. The measuredross setions are ompared with next-to-leading order QCD alulations[4℄. E�ets of hadronisation are estimated with leading order simulations(HERWIG 5.9 [5℄ and PYTHIA 5.7 [6℄). The alulations use GRV-HO andAFG-HO densities for the photon and CTEQ5M densities for the proton.The ZEUS measurement was made using slightly di�erent inelastiityranges (134 GeV < Wp < 277 GeV) and the jets were limited to�1:0 < � < 2:4 with Ejet1T > 14GeV and Ejet2T > 11GeV. Comparisonsare again made to the NLO alulations of Frixione et al., orreted forhadronisation e�ets using HERWIG 6.1 (and PYTHIA 6.1).The NLO matrix elements an be tested by looking at the distributionof the osine of the entre of mass sattering angle, os �� = tanh(��=2).This is ontrolled by the propagator: neessarily a quark in diret photoninterations and dominantly a gluon in resolved proesses. Enrihed samplesof the two types of proess an be obtained by seleting events aording tothe value of: x;jets � ET;jet1e��jet1 +ET;jet2e��jet22yEebeam (1)whih ! 1 in diret events. A ut on the dijet mass is needed to avoid dis-tortion of the distributions by phase spae e�ets. Within the experimentaland theoretial unertainties, the NLO alulations give a good desriptionof the distributions indiating that the dynamis of the dijet produtionmehanism are understood.


